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Chronicle Books, 1996. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+
Customer Service! Summary: -- SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, Starrred Review, July 1996 Mammano's
delightful offering will have readers smiling from cover to cover as rhinos ride the waves. Their day
is related in surfing jargon as they "jam" to the beach, spend time on their boards, and contentedly
return home. Some the book's appeal is due to the surprising incongruency of rhinos gracefully
surfing. These animals have a rollicking good time as they assume correct positions and moves that
the text explains in brief sentences that rise and fade upon the waves in large graphic letttering.
Bright colors with abstract designs in dominant blues and greens skillfully woven into the
background define the setting but never detract from the realistic look of ocean waves. Children
who have watched surfers from the shore will be pleased to find a book about the subject, while
those inland will appreciate its sheer fun and buoyant exuberance. A section titled "Surf Lingo"
rounds out the presentation. A refreshing addition. -- PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, May 1996 Everybody's
heard about the surfer bird, but rhinos ride the waves too, according to Mammano's exuberant
debut....
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Reviews
This type of book is almost everything and helped me hunting forward and more. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this published e pdf.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Edwa r do Ziema nn
A fresh e book with a brand new point of view. It is definitely simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of your ebook. Its been designed in an extremely
basic way and is particularly just soon after i finished reading this ebook where in fact altered me, change the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Alber ta Schmidt V
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